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Introduction

Kosovo’s independence has proven to be a highly polarizing geopolitical issue for the last two decades. The country’s supporters believe it deserves statehood because it possesses the characteristics of a state as outlined by the Montevideo Convention: a permanent population, defined boundaries, self-governance, and the ability to interact with other states. Opponents argue that Kosovo has attempted to secede from Serbia unilaterally and illegally.¹

Serbia is far from alone in opposing Kosovo’s independence. A number of other countries, though less vocal than Serbia, remain steadfast in their refusal to recognize Kosovo, so long as no mutually agreed settlement exists. Most prominent among them are Russia and China, who, as permanent members of the UNSC, wield veto power over any substantive UNSC resolutions. They are joined by five EU member states, Spain, Greece, Cyprus, Romania, and Slovakia, each of whom avoids recognizing Kosovo for fear of lending credence to the latent secessionist movements within their own borders.² While these countries have long opposed Kosovo’s recognition, there has been a wave of derecognitions over the past few years. As of November 2019, Belgrade claims that seventeen countries have derecognized Kosovo, a reversal of a trend that had previously favored Pristina.³

In the years following Kosovo’s 2008 declaration of independence, an exhaustive diplomatic campaign waged by Kosovo and supported by the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, and France succeeded in securing over 100 recognitions from UN member states.⁴ Flush with momentum from an encouraging ICJ ruling in 2010 and buoyed by support from its influential Western allies, universal recognition of Kosovo’s statehood appeared inevitable.⁵ Within a few years, however, Serbia launched a competing campaign aimed at convincing smaller, more persuadable countries to withdraw their recognition of Kosovo. This campaign appears to have swung the momentum in Belgrade’s direction – Israel’s agreement to recognize Kosovo, announced in September 2020, ended a more than two-year drought dating back to Barbados’ recognition in February 2018.⁶ Though Serbia and Kosovo dispute the numbers, at least 98 countries maintain their recognition of Kosovo.

Despite building considerable momentum in support of its independence movement in the years following its declaration of independence in 2008, Kosovo is yet to enjoy universal recognition of its sovereignty, which is achieved through United Nations membership. Beginning in 2017, Serbia’s competing efforts to encourage derecognition of Kosovo have
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⁵ Ibid.
stymied Kosovo's progress towards European Union and UN membership. After meetings in Brussels in July and, most recently, Washington, DC on September 4th, a diplomatic ceasefire was implemented. Kosovo agreed not to seek membership in international organizations for the next year. In return, Serbia was to suspend its derecognition campaign for the same period. In light of this development, a look back at the derecognition campaign and its effect on the dispute seems appropriate.

This paper discusses state recognition in the context of Kosovo and Serbia's rival campaigns, analyzing the theoretical underpinnings of both campaigns before examining their respective strategies and resulting effectiveness. The discussion begins with an overview of the legal background to the dispute, and then turns to the issue of recognition. Next is a section on derecognition, followed by an analysis of Serbia's derecognition campaign and its impact on Kosovo's prospects for universal recognition.

Self-Determination and the 'Sui Generis' Case

Although Kosovo's 2008 declaration of independence had been somewhat expected ever since Serbia withdrew completely from the region in 1999, news of the declaration had a polarizing effect on the international community. Serbia and Russia predictably opposed the move and were joined by many legal and political commentators who characterized Kosovo's actions as an illegal secession attempt. This contingent maintained that, by declaring independence without Serbia's consent, Kosovo had breached Serbia's territorial integrity, thereby violating international law. Central to this argument was a section of UN Resolution 1244, which states that any agreement between the two sides must "[take] full account of... the principles of sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia." Opponents of the declaration further contended that Kosovo's independence would set a dangerous precedent for secessionist movements worldwide, eroding the requirement of mutual separation that had previously governed secession.

To better understand Kosovo's response to these accusations, it is practical to first examine the principle of self-determination as articulated by international law. Article 1 of the UN Charter provides strong support for a people's right to self-determination. A group within an existing state might therefore hope to exercise this right by separating from that state. However, as the Supreme Court of Canada explained, a state enjoys the right to
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defend itself from internal threats to its unity. Thus, there exists a strong presumption in favor of maintaining the territorial integrity of existing states by encouraging internal self-determination, or “a people’s pursuit of its political, economic, social, and cultural development within the framework of an existing state.” The right to internal self-determination is available to all peoples. The right to external self-determination—the right to unilaterally secede and form a separate state—on the other hand, exists only under certain circumstances. As the court explained, such a right can be permissibly exercised only when “a people is blocked from the meaningful exercise of its right to self-determination internally.” Some level of oppression must therefore be present to justify secession.

Angling to qualify for the right to external self-determination, Kosovo and its allies have long cited the human rights abuses perpetrated against Kosovars during the 1990’s and emphasized that Kosovo presents a unique case for independence that would have little impact on international legal precedent. In a statement following Kosovo’s declaration of independence, then-US Secretary of State, Condoleezza Rice wrote: “The unusual combination of factors found in the Kosovo situation—including the context of Yugoslavia’s breakup, the history of ethnic cleansing and crimes against civilians in Kosovo, and the extended period of UN administration—are not found elsewhere and therefore make Kosovo a special case. Kosovo cannot be seen as a precedent for any other situation in the world today.” Both Germany and the UK echoed these sentiments, writing of the sui generis nature of Kosovo’s position in statements preceding the ICJ’s 2010 Advisory Opinion. The UK’s statement was particularly explicit: “There is no parallel or analogy from this situation to other circumstances in other places in which some group or other may wish to assert independence.”

Confident that the ICJ would recognize as sacred the principle of territorial integrity, and relying on the conventional hostility of the international legal community towards secessionist movements, Serbia initiated procedures for an ICJ ruling on the validity of Kosovo’s declaration of independence. The question put to the Court by the United Nations General Assembly read: “Is the unilateral declaration of independence by the Provisional Institutions of Self-Government of Kosovo in accordance with international law?” On July 22, 2010, the ICJ answered, issuing an advisory opinion that held that “the adoption of [the] declaration did not violate any applicable rule of international law.” While this response was a major rebuttal of Serbia’s position, the narrowness of the legal issue capped the degree to which it benefitted Kosovo. Because the legal question pertained
only to the legality of the declaration of independence, the court was not obligated to address the issue of whether the people of Kosovo possessed a right to external self-determination. Distinguishing Kosovo’s declaration from the condemned Rhodesia and Srpska iterations, the court found that “the illegality attached to [Rhodesia and Srpska’s] declarations of independence thus stemmed not from the unilateral character of these declarations as such, but from the fact that they were, or would have been, connected with the unlawful use of force or other egregious violations of norms of general international law.” Because Kosovo’s declaration was nonviolent, and because no legal prohibition against declarations of independence exists, the court—without addressing the merits of Kosovo’s claim to statehood—concluded that the PISG’s declaration of independence had not violated international law.

Ibid.
The Newest Country in Europe: Theoretical and Practical Implications

While the ICJ's opinion added significant credence to Kosovo's cause, the question of Kosovo's right to independence was ultimately left to the international community and subjected to the state recognition process. Underlying that process is a debate about the definition of statehood. Because states are the primary actors in international law, able to create and be subject to obligations, commentators and theorists have attempted to form ground rules to determine which entities should be considered states. In doing so, scholars have had the unenviable task of squaring state behavior and evolving international norms with principles of international law. That balancing act has produced two principal theories of state recognition.

The first, declaratory recognition, maintains that an aspiring state's status can be discerned using objective criteria. This perspective was endorsed by the signatories of the Convention on the Rights and Duties of States, ratified in Montevideo in 1933. The Montevideo Convention identified four defining characteristics of a state: (1) a permanent population, (2) defined territorial boundaries, (3) a government, and (4) the ability to enter into relations with other states. Under this framework, a state derives its sovereignty from these attributes, irrespective of recognition from other states. Article III of the Montevideo Convention is explicit on this point: “the political existence of the state is independent of recognition by other states.”

The second theory, constitutive recognition, contends that third party recognition is largely determinative of statehood. Under the constitutive scheme, the Montevideo Convention's objective criteria serve as guidelines that other states may consider when deciding whether the aspiring state is deserving of recognition, but a new, independent state is not established until it is regarded as such by a critical mass of other sovereign entities. Critics of the constitutive approach cite the arbitrary nature of bilateral recognitions as cause for concern, focusing on the fact that “each act of recognition is a complex calibration of self-interest, normative solidarity, and situational circumstances.”

This calibration, critics argue, renders the constitutive model susceptible to a transactional framework that undermines the traditional notion that statehood should be dispensed on the merits.

While the declarative theory has conventionally prevailed as the dominant paradigm, as Daniel Fierstein writes, “the international response to the former Yugoslav crisis, with respect to Europe at least, suggests a shift away from a declaratory view of State recognition toward a more constitutive view.” Serbia and Kosovo’s tug-of-war over bilateral recognitions appears to provide further evidence of this shift. Under a declaratory understanding, Kosovo would presumably qualify as a state. Kosovo has a permanent
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population of 1.8 million and possesses well-defined borders. Although the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo and other entities have provided governance for periods of time, Kosovo has been administered by a government of Kosovars for years. As for its ability to conduct foreign relations, Kosovo’s thirty embassies and thirty-one consulates dotted throughout the globe, as well as its participation in deals like the EU Stabilization and Association Agreement, exhibit ample evidence of an ability and willingness to enter into interstate agreements.

Despite satisfying these criteria, Kosovo’s statehood remains contested. Many states evidently feel that it is not in their best interests to recognize Kosovo. These missing recognitions have consequences. China and Russia’s opposition to Kosovo’s independence has effectively deterred Kosovo from seeking a UNGA vote on UN Membership. Many benefits, such as business and monetary services, are regulated by legal agreements available only to UN members, meaning Kosovo operates at a disadvantage compared to multilaterally recognized states (those recognized by the UN). Thus, while bilateral recognitions may not necessarily dictate whether Kosovo exists as a sovereign entity, they influence its ability to function on par with UN members. Aware of this state of affairs, Kosovo and Serbia both operate on the premise that these recognitions

Marching for Recognition

Because it has been unable to achieve UN membership, Kosovo has prioritized bilateral recognitions, centering its foreign policy agenda around diplomatic engagement engineered to achieve universal recognition. In the initial aftermath of its declaration of independence, Kosovo received a great deal of assistance from its western allies. Both the US and UK lobbied countries around the world to recognize Kosovo. With the support of these and other influential actors, Kosovo quickly received a bevy of recognitions—a total of sixty-four by the end of 2009. Within a few years, however, Kosovo’s cause began to lose the focus of its powerful backers. Changes in leadership in Europe, as well as the relative stability of Kosovo compared to other regions of the world, shifted the spotlight away from Kosovo and caused its once-steadily increasing recognition numbers to plateau. In 2011, the Government of Kosovo consolidated its recognition efforts into a single campaign, the “Strategy for the Achievement of Full International Recognition of the Republic of Kosovo,” which formalized the process by which Kosovo would pursue universal recognition. That process, which is ongoing, includes engaging with individual countries, leveraging regional partnerships, and targeting multinational organizations to win recognitions.

When working with individual states, Kosovo often takes an incremental approach to lobbying for recognition. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs first aims to establish diplomatic relations, arranging for official visits to the target country, building relationships with representatives at international forums, and developing other lines of communication. Though its strategy may change depending on whether a country is deemed likely to provide recognition, Kosovo has made sure to build and maintain relations with some of the EU member states currently withholding recognition, such as Greece, Romania, and Slovakia, each of whom has a liaison office in Kosovo. Institutional cooperation of this nature is designed to foster diplomatic interaction and encourage those non-recognizing countries to eventually reconsider recognition.

Though it no longer receives the level of support it did immediately following its declaration of independence, Kosovo's ties to influential countries have continued to bear fruit. The UK's lobbying efforts on behalf of Kosovo led to recognitions from Commonwealth countries. France similarly used its clout within the francophone community to Kosovo's benefit—Kosovo is now a member of the International Organization of La Francophonie, despite lacking any substantive connections to French culture. Though its constitution makes clear that Kosovo is a secular state, it's majority Muslim population has earned it support from the Organization for Islamic Cooperation (OIC). While Kosovo's affiliation with these organizations could be seen as straining its credibility, its willingness to join these organizations speaks to the power of multinational organizations, which have proven particularly valuable to Kosovo's recognition campaign. Membership in such groups not only affords legitimacy, but also facilitates interaction with ambassadors and other important individuals. Kosovo has obtained membership in the World Bank, IMF, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and the Council of Europe Development Bank, as well as the IOC and FIFA. Lobbying within multilateral organizations allows Kosovo to use the existing structure of those organizations to persuade other member countries to consider recognition of Kosovo. For example, the OIC has provided such a forum: OIC members such as Turkey and Albania have sponsored several resolutions urging other OIC members to recognize Kosovo.

While the recommendations of regional and cultural leaders have often proven decisive in securing certain recognitions, Kosovo's diplomatic corps has done further leg work where necessary, often following up with countries to establish direct relationships by emphasizing shared values and realities. For example, Kosovo's outreach to Middle Eastern countries tends to include references to religious commonalities, while its communication with island nations in the Pacific focuses on life as a small state. Within Europe, the slogan “Kosovo: the Young Europeans” was deployed to promote a shared identity with European states. These tactics have paid dividends; between 2011 and
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2014, Kosovo’s minister of foreign affairs visited twenty-five non-recognizing countries, established diplomatic relations with thirty-eight, and secured recognitions from thirty-one.\textsuperscript{86}
Within the umbrella of recognition theory exists the parallel theory of derecognition. Derecognition occurs when a state withdraws its recognition of another state’s sovereignty. In practice, derecognition appears straightforward; one country decides to no longer confer recognition upon a specific state or entity. From a theoretical standpoint, however, derecognition's existence has important implications.

In fact, many theorists actually reject the possibility of derecognition. As Visoka writes, “In theory, the revocation of recognition is seen as impossible unless recognition is reassigned or extended to another entity or unless the original conditions for recognition no longer exist.” According to the declaratory theory, statehood is granted only to those entities that fulfill the Montevideo criteria. Therefore, under that theory, all states are deserving of statehood. To revoke recognition of statehood would thus imply that the state in question had somehow regressed so as to no longer satisfy the criteria. However, no country that has withdrawn recognition of Kosovo has justified that decision by questioning Kosovo’s qualifications for statehood. Instead, they either argue that Kosovo’s declaration of independence was illegal or they point to ongoing negotiations between Kosovo and Serbia as evidence that Kosovo’s status is unresolved and that recognition is therefore premature.

This reality is more consistent with the constitutive theory’s perception of derecognition. From a constitutive perspective, there is no obligation to recognize an entity that fulfills the Montevideo criteria. Existing states must be compelled to recognize claimant states. As Ahmed Sheikh observes, “While a state that meets [the Montevideo] requirements may ‘exist’ in the world community, other states generally will extend recognition only if there are no overriding political considerations dictating a contrary policy.” When taken to the extreme, the constitutive approach therefore opens the door for self-interest to dictate recognition determinations, rendering such decisions subject to change (via derecognition) should sufficient incentive avail itself.

From this hyper-constitutive standpoint, it becomes clear why derecognition is used to suppress claimant states. Serbia, hoping to evade the question of Kosovo’s legitimacy as an independent state, finds it much easier to persuade other states to derecognize Kosovo than to litigate whether Kosovo merits statehood. Moreover, as Visoka writes, “Derecognition undermines countries' ability to engage in diplomatic relationships with other states, it undermines their interests and excludes them from multilateral bodies, and it complicates the ability of their subjects to travel, to trade or to interact with other states and societies.” By winning derecognitions, Serbia both subtracts from Kosovo’s recognition tally and receives tacit support for its territorial claim over Kosovo from the derecognizing country. In this way, derecognition is useful as a means to handicap a
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claimant state's diplomatic capacity. By reducing Kosovo's recognition total, Serbia impedes Kosovo's ability to join multilateral organizations (most of which require two-thirds a majority for membership) and benefit from the increased interaction and diplomacy that those memberships provide.

Serbia Launches a Derecognition Campaign

Serbia's derecognition campaign, developed in response to Kosovo's recognition efforts, has proven effective. Employing a tactic known as 'checkbook diplomacy,' Serbia has approached small, developing countries with offers to trade economic assistance and visa privileges for derecognition of Kosovo. Checkbook diplomacy was notably deployed by China in its derecognition campaign against Taiwan. In that instance, China used the allure of increased trade and outright gifts (usually military equipment) to poach the allegiance of countries that Taiwan was known to be courting for recognition. While Sao Tome and Principe became the first country to derecognize Kosovo in 2013, the derecognition campaign started in earnest in 2017, when Suriname declared it had withdrawn recognition of Kosovo, writing in its decision that derecognizing Kosovo "represents a good basis for the development of bilateral cooperation between Serbia and Suriname, especially in the field of the economy." Though few countries have been as explicit about the impetus for their decision to derecognize, there is good reason to believe similar incentives are at work. The Central African Republic, for example, was allegedly offered more than 300,000 Euros by the Serbian government in exchange for a letter of derecognition. Russia has also played an active role in these ploys. According to Radio Free Europe, Russia signed bilateral cooperation agreements with Suriname, Burundi, Dominica, Grenada, Madagascar and Palau shortly before each revoked its recognition of Kosovo. In Burundi's case, the turnaround was reportedly just nine days. In addition, Serbia and Russia are known to target countries that Kosovo has engaged diplomatically, following up Kosovar outreach with visits of their own, as well as protest notes that characterize Kosovo's claim to independence as a violation of international law.

While the derecognition campaign has claimed fifteen victories during a period in which Kosovo has gained only one recognition, it is unclear how much concern this trend warrants. On one hand, Kosovo's international reputation takes a hit every time a defection occurs. Each derecognition allows Serbia to generate press coverage questioning Kosovo's legitimacy and speculating as to why Kosovo has stopped securing recognitions.
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It can also be argued that some of these derecognitions were inevitable given the general trend toward a constitutive view of statehood. Taiwan’s difficulties with recognition demonstrate that checkbook diplomacy works, and is therefore likely to persist. Small countries, often desperate for foreign investment and humanitarian aid, are known to rent their ability to recognize to the highest bidder. Kosovo was never likely to be the highest bidder. As Visoka explains, “[Kosovo’s] weak economy and its lack of trade with many regions meant that recognition was granted on the basis of intangible prospects of future political and economic cooperation.” With Russia-backed offers entering the equation, some number of derecognitions could reasonably be expected.

At the same time, however, there is a cap to the number of derecognitions Serbia can accrue. While economic incentives have predictably swayed those states susceptible to checkbook diplomacy, not every country is receptive to those methods. Derecognition comes with a price, damaging the reneging country’s credibility and potentially jeopardizing beneficial relations with those countries that support Kosovo. It remains to be seen whether the derecognition campaign can continue to identify and persuade individual countries to withdraw recognition; there are undoubtedly more countries that would be receptive to Serbia’s and Russia’s offers, but there is also no guarantee that the campaign can continue at its current pace.

**Derecognition and Its Impact**

While the gains made by the derecognition campaign may have been somewhat predictable, the campaign’s impact transcends the numbers game. In addition to lobbying for derecognitions, Serbia has fiercely opposed Kosovo’s attempts to join multilateral organizations, most notably Interpol and UNESCO. In November 2015, UNESCO denied Kosovo’s bid for membership after it failed to receive the two-thirds majority required for membership. Serbia was quick to claim credit for this outcome, with then-President Tomislav Nikolic calling it a “just and moral victory” for the people Serbia. A similar situation unfolded in October 2019, when Serbian lobbying was deemed responsible for Kosovo’s withdrawn Interpol bid, its second failed bid in as many years. Membership in these organizations constitutes a significant objective of Kosovo’s recognition campaign. By hampering this goal, Serbia prevents Kosovo from forming and deepening the diplomatic relationships that could bolster its cause.

In 2018, in response to that year’s Interpol struggle, Kosovo implemented a one-hundred percent tariff on goods manufactured in Serbia. This move was met with heavy criticism from all corners, including Kosovo’s allies such as the US and UK, who characterized the
Kosovo's internal divisions and the negative impact of the tariffs on both economies allowed Serbia to frame the tariffs as an unwarranted escalation on the part of an uncooperative and unstable Kosovo. This was a helpful narrative for Serbia, which has had its own difficulties balancing its EU aspirations (conditioned on an agreement with Kosovo) with the Serbian public's opposition to recognizing Kosovo. Though Serbia has come to acknowledge that it may eventually be forced to recognize Kosovo, it remains committed to extracting as many concessions from Kosovo as possible, mostly in the form of territorial adjustments that would place Serb-populated regions of Kosovo back in Serbia's possession. By provoking Kosovo into reactionary moves like the tariff, Serbia is able to portray itself as the more constructive participant in negotiations while also benefitting from the resulting political turmoil in Kosovo.

These developments, all of which have undermined Kosovo's image as a stable democracy worthy of recognition, have the potential to weaken support for Kosovo amongst its allies. Though the Quint nations—US, UK, Germany, France, and Italy—remain strongly in favor of an independent Kosovo, their practical commitment to achieving UN and EU membership has shown signs of waning. The UK, in particular, may not be willing to offer the level of support it once did. As a result of Brexit, the UK will likely be less involved on the European continent, a change that could weaken British support for Kosovo, should its cause not be deemed a priority. On this point, James Ker-Lindsay paints a bleak picture: "There is a sense in British official circles that the amount of diplomatic effort to try to encourage [further recognition of Kosovo] is just not worth it." Ker-Lindsay goes on to suggest that the same sentiment prevails amongst other Quint members. If Kosovo is perceived as prone to rogue decision-making that increases the futility of its cause, countries like the UK may be less willing to put their diplomatic reputations at risk.

As of now, the US and EU are significantly engaged in the dialogue, wrestling over
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mediation of the negotiations, but that level of engagement could drop off significantly should it become politically expedient. The Trump administration, for example, showed an unexpected level of interest in its final months, but the Biden administration’s approach is yet to be determined. A decrease in support from either the UK or US, let alone both, would greatly limit Kosovo’s options from a diplomatic standpoint.

Here it becomes relevant to revisit the UNSC. Russia and China can be expected to oppose resolutions concerning Kosovo’s membership, and it is unclear how Kosovo can circumvent this roadblock. There is little indication, at this stage, that fighting with Serbia over bilateral recognitions from small, developing countries will meaningfully tip the scales in Pristina’s favor. Barring a near consensus number of recognitions, the recognition total alone is unlikely to sway either superpower on an issue that has polarized global politics for over a decade. At this juncture, a UNGA vote will not take place unless Kosovo can overcome the impediment presented by the Security Council.

Given this state of affairs, Kosovo seems best served by devoting its diplomatic capital to an alternative strategy. One such alternative would be to take advantage of the ostensible suspension of the derecognition campaign (as mandated by the September agreement in Washington, DC) by countering Serbia’s narrative that it is more committed to a resolution than Kosovo. retracting the tariff was a productive first step in this direction, and may help to mend the domestic divide, but Kosovo could go further by harnessing the cooperation it demonstrated in September to build a true national consensus, one which unequivocally supports resolution-building and demonstrates to Serbia and other interested parties that Kosovo is serious about ending the stalemate. Should it pursue this plan, Kosovo could take substantive steps to bolster this new image. Some have suggested creating an agency dedicated to international cooperation and diplomatic development. Though such a move could be perceived as aggressive by Serbia, it would demonstrate to Kosovo’s allies that it has rejuvenated its commitment to ending the stalemate. Winning the approval of the US, UK and EU is tantamount to increased bargaining power and could put the pressure back on Serbia to reciprocate cooperatively or risk damaging its EU aspirations.

Whatever strategy is ultimately pursued, it will likely require significant assistance from the US, UK, and EU. From this perspective, the derecognition campaign has had two important effects. First, it has detracted from Kosovo’s recognition tally, a number that affects its ability to join multilateral bodies and will be important should a vote on UN membership occur. Second, by further disrupting the dialogue, the derecognition campaign has succeeded in jeopardizing what is perhaps Kosovo’s greatest strength: strong support from western powers.
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Conclusion

Kosovo's future may have important implications for state recognition on a global scale. Should Kosovo receive recognition from Serbia, a potential path to independence for contested territories will have been blazed. If not, and the current stalemate continues, it will exemplify the difficulty of earning recognition, even when equipped with state-like attributes. The developments so far, in particular the success of the derecognition campaign, indicate that constitutive practices like derecognition and checkbook diplomacy will continue to shift the motivations that determine recognition away from the Montevideo Convention's criteria and towards political capital.

This trend advantages Serbia because of the tendency for smaller, more vulnerable countries to arrive at their decisions about recognition based on inducements from more powerful countries. Thanks to Russia's greater capacity for, and willingness to pursue, checkbook diplomacy on behalf of Serbia, the derecognition campaign has taken full advantage of this shift and succeeded in stymying Kosovo's progress towards full recognition. If this tactic continues with impunity, Kosovo may be facing a negatively reinforcing cycle in which global tolerance for checkbook diplomacy increases, leading to greater dominance of a transactional view of statehood, which potentially drives supporters of Kosovar independence to invest less diplomatic capital in Kosovo, further enabling derecognition efforts.

The stakes are high, and not just for Kosovo. In a world increasingly dominated by constitutive statehood, recognition and derecognition matter immensely, determining who wins multilateral recognition and the benefits it confers. Serbia's derecognition campaign has laid bare this reality. By stagnating the Kosovo-Serbia dialogue, the derecognition campaign has frustrated Kosovo's allies, compounding geopolitical divisions between the US, UK, and EU. Though Kosovo appears to still have committed support from these backers, the impact to-date of the derecognition campaign makes one dynamic clear: stagnation appears to benefit Serbia.
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The Democracy for Development (D4D) Institute was established in April 2010 by a group of analysts who were increasingly worried that the state-building exercise had neglected democracy.

D4D's vision is to promote an active and educated citizenry that participates fully in the public space and utilises the public arena of representation and decision-making to deliberate and build consensus over resource allocation that is efficient, smart, long-term, and that brings about equitable development.

D4D influences specific policy, promotes a cross-sectorial approach to problem solving, and tackles the institutional routine of decision-making by recommending incremental improvements and operates with maximum effectiveness in order to fully promote Kosovo's stabilization and democratic development.

For more information about D4D's activities please visit our website: www.d4d-ks.org.
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